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hetve€n the internally consistent paraaligms of
policv making anal hwpothesis testiDg must be
naale on the basis of (i.n Huners terms) prefer-
ences, not reason. Certainly, debaters can
attenpt to persuade the judqe that parti.cufar
interpretations are superior because I) they
noie acculatefy match preferences the judge
already has or 2) the judge ought to change his
or her current preferences and adopt those of
the debaters. The process of alecision-making
need not be conservative. Indeed, I believe
that it is dvnanic and dialectical, a process
of constant re-examination and colrparison of
principles (debate theory) and considered con-
vj.ctions (intuitive ideas about the debate pro-
cess as influenced by exFelience and prevaili-ng
views of the corsnunity). Zac Grant has noted
the similarity of such a process to the notion
of "reflective equilibrium" as developed by
Jobn Rawfs.6

I believe that much of what passes for
alebate theorizing is discussion about external
pleferences rather than logicaf rea6oning.
Robin Rovtland I s judginq philosoph]' is a good
exanple of this. Some may feeL that debate
theory is weakened bv an admission that many
choices within it are nade on the basis of pre-
ference rather than rigorous, "objective" logic.
I think that, if anything, the opposite is true

(turnaround!). Pretendinq that it is possible
to resoLve questions of theoly without intro-
ducinq ouestions of values and subiective ass-
umpti6nd wifl onl.y create further disagreements.
Eventually, everyone will see that the empero!
has no clothes. Furthermore, as Friedrich
Nietzsche recognized, a view based on prefer-
ence and values is not inferior to one p!'emised
on "reason.' As debaters nrole than anyone else
ought to recognize, the realm of preferences is
the realm of rhetoric and persuasion.
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ious perch and hurl him into the
abyss of thermo-nucfear flanes. It
is when these two dichotomous paths
are forged into one--when economic
growth becones disastr.ous, liberty
becomes tyranny, and black becomes
white--that one begins at last to
realize that he has...enteled the
realm of high school conpetitive
debate. r

And why not? Certainly most debaters would
agree that real-wor1d policy makers are too
short-si.ghted, srandering blind in the night
of political reality. They ignore the sub-
tle, long-term conseguences of their actions
and pay little heed to the myriad of catacl-
ysms that a\^rait the human species. They turn
their backs on the conplexity of the Earth's
nost pressing problens and force sinple
"quick-fix" solutions upon situations that
demand a complete overhaul of the system.

CATASTROPHE WITHOUT CAUSE:
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Debate is catastrophe. It begins and ends
as calamity on a global scale. Indeed, compet-
itive high school and college debate is haunted
by a twisted forn of Euclidean reasoning--
somehow the shortest distance between losing
and v,rinning debate rounds has become a ther-
monuclear holocaust or an ablupt slide into
planetary ecodisaster. And in practice, the
more couDter-iDtuitive the chain of events
Ieading to the catastrophe, the shorter tbat
dlstance becones. As uichael i,tankins has so
eloquently noted:

It has been argued, and no doubt will
continue to be countless times in the
future, that our planet sits at the
juncture of two ctoss-roads, on the
brink, at a precipice, One fork, it
is naj.ntained, will lead mankind to
"the end of poverty, uDenployment
and human misery," and the other
wilf dislodge him fron this precar-



Out of all of this debate emerges as a
potentially powerful forum for discussing the
major issues that must be resolved if our
planet is to survive. Even students who have
participated in the activity for only a cou-
p1e of years develop a fine appreciation for
the complex interaction among the multitudes
of the worldrs problems: food aid and over-
population, resource depletion and environ-
mental degradation, the arms race and nuc-
l-ear deterrence, to list but a few. These
are the i-ssues on which the survival of our
planet will turn--either we will meet the
challenges they pose or we will die. And
yet many critj-cs of contemporary debate com-
plain that the focus of the activity has been
overwhelmed by these continual discussions of
disaster and has lost touch with the "reality"
of the real world. They argue that the is-
sues at hand, for example the actual qual-ity
of water, are all but ignored. In this view
debates evolve from a some\,rhat relevant first
affirmative to thriee or four incredible scen-
arios under rahich the plan might trigger a
world-end.:-ng catast-rophe. In other words,
the criticism is that rarely does a judge
ever have to decide what is the best way to
obtain a sound water policy, but rather the
judge j-s voting for the team that carries
with it the least risk of triggering apoca-
1ypse.

Thus, at least two competing camps have
drawn lines across academic debate to define
their ground. On one hand there are those who
argue that debate is educationally a sound act-
ivity because it forces us to consider the
major crises of our dav on a more holistic
level--that is, debaters must acknowledge that
the increased prosperity of our own nation may
not be such a good thing after all. Before
long, debaters recognize that no decision (po1-
itical, moral or otherwise) is made in a vac-
uum. Feeding ten people today may cause the
death of one hundred tomorrow. The point is
quite simplei if we are to deliver our planet
from its current state of turmoil we must not
fall- blindl-y into the perilous path laid out
by the politics of the past. Each action must
be weighed bv its net effect on the well-being
of the Earth as a whoIe. And debate judges,
those impartial "machines of argument evalua-
tion," turn the giant crank and determine which
team engenders the highest risk of disaster.

However, there are those who view this
process a bit differently. To them, high
school debates have fallen short of intelli_-
gent discussions of our planetrs troubles, and
instead have become nothing more than irrel-
evant chatter about incrediblv l_udicrous
chains of highly improbabte events. Like
Lucifer, debate has fallen into madness and
evil. Instead of taking academia b'y storm in
an intelfectual coup dretat, debate has re-
mained an elite,-E6tE6E-Ectivity, making
sense onlv to the debaters themselves, and
not even to the authors whose evidence they
value so highlv. These critics maintain that
instead of deciding what actuallv should be
done to solve one of these crises debaters
claim to be so concerned ahout (i.e., vrater
guality), debates decide what not to do.
Even when the negatives offer il-ternative
policies in the form of a counterpl-an they
generally are not a solution to the problem
area, but rather a way at making certain
their disadvantages do not apply to them.
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Instead of shedding meaningful light into a
problem area, critics see this focus on dis-
aster as a waste of a potentially valuable
forum.

At this juncture some throw up their
hands in despair, hrrite off this classic dis-
pute as an unresolvable clash of philosophies,
and continue reading evidence about the end
of the vTor1d as fast as possibl-e. Others,
myself included, would opt for a different
strategy: reappraisal. To begin I should
confess my biases on the subject. I think
discussing huge impact disadvantages is an
extremely important function of debate--but
only when they are directly linked to the
affirmative p1an. I also feel (as many
others do, I am certain) that chatting about
inherency i.s very boring. In short, debate
needs to be interesting, and gigantic disa-
sters certainly are. However, I see a big
difference between the approaches taken by
affirmatives and negatives to these issues.
I see a great need for a critical reapprais-
aI of how we should (and do) assign "rele-
vancy" to arguments. fn other words, at what
point is a disadvantage rea1Iv "linked" to an
affirmative case? Do all disadvantages pre-
sented have some level of risk associated
with them or can it legitinately be claimed
that at a certain point a judge should assign
zero risk to a disadvantage? Is it enough
for a negative to prove that some generic con-
dition of the affirmative plan is also a gen-
eric link to a disadvantage? The question
as I see it is not whether discussj-ng catas-
trophe is good or bad, but rather at what
point do arguments about disaster become
nothing more than intellectual sophistry?
For those who view debate as nothing more
than a game--another sport like basketball
or footbalf--this discussion may not be very
meaningful. But for those who see debate as
both a sport and as an intel-lectually credi-
ble forum, I hope to be able to answer some
of these questions in a fashion that is both
reasonable (i.e., educational) and profita-
ble (i.e., competitive) .

LINEARITY, T'NIOUENESS AND DECISION RULES:
LINKS AS PARADIGMS

-^;; 
.r-" 

""o if a nesative team was
going to "win" a disadvantage they had to
prove that if the judge voted for them the
disaster would not occur anyhow. It was
the plan alone that caused the disadvantage
to occur EiE--Ebsent that plan the world woul-d
be spared the disasterous consequences. An-
other way of looking at this was to say that
there was "solvency" for the disadvantaqe.
Even if the judge did not act in the future
s,/he could rest assured that the disadvant-
age would not appear. This, essentially,
was the concept of "uniqueness.,' A strict
interpretation of this concept would force
the negative to prove that it was only the
affj-rmativers action that triggered the
harm, not other variables. Tn this sense,
di-sadvantages coul-d be looked upon as "mir-ror images" of the case-side advantages,
only they presented the ugly side of the pic-
ture. For the most part, this is gone as a
negative strategy. fnstead, most dj.sadvant-
ages are descriptions of ongoing crises
(i.e., resource depletion, strained super-
power relations, the internationat debt
bomb, etc.) that are funneled into the soup
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of Armageddon. Challenges by the affirma-
tives that these arguments ar€ "Not Unique'l
(iD othe! vorals, that they lrou1d occur any-
how) , are countered by the plepared negatives
that the disadvantage is 'linearri or that
the rrdecision-lulen means that uniqueness is
irrelevant, or both. It is on these issues
that this article pivots; therefore, we
night spend a moftent describlng what exact-
ly a negative means rrhen it clai.ms that a
disadvantage is "linear" or that their rialec-
ision-rule" sonehow eli.minates thei! burClen
of uniqueness.

The claim that a disaalvantage is linear
should mean one of two things. First, j.t
might mean that there is a finear (i.e., dir-
ect, constant) increase j.n lisk that each
affirmative-type plan will FIEF us over that
proverbial brink into chaos. A good example
of this occurred frequentLy under last vearrs
high school debate resolution. Round after
round negatives argued that ehploying poor
people would increase their expectations of
wealth and status anal would therefore lead
to riotlng since thos€ expectations would
Dot be fulfilled. In addition, the negative
often read evidence to suggest that we are
"on the bri.nk" of riots that i{i11 nake the
I950s look like a family souahble. A corunon
response by the affirmative r,ras that manv
povelty programs \rere bej.nq inplemented to
sorne degree alreadv aDd no riots were happen-
ing. In rebuttal, the negatives would argue
that each new j.ncrement of incteased expect-
ations lrould push us closel and closer to
the brink--the risk of triggering disaster
through riots was, in effect, Iinear.

The second argurnent that a debater might
have in mind \dhen duhbing a disadvantage as
"llnear" is that each increment of link can
be ilirectly associated with an increment of
inpact. One of the classic examples of thisis the infanous "crowth" alisadvantage. Hete
the negative coufd claim that the plan in-
creases economic growth and that economic
growth depletes the Eaithrs primarv resource
base and eventuaffy this wiLl fead to a nuc-
lear \^ra! as the nations of the 9/orLd strug-gle to gain control over what precious little
renains, 9{ise affirmatives often suggest
that hundreds of programs a day ate created
that increase growth, not to mentioD every-
thing that alreadv exists is designed fo!
that very purpose--growth . Not to be caught
off guard, the negative has alreadv plepared

of arguments to answer this asser-
tion by the affirnative. fn short, these
argunents qeneralfv "prove,' that the impact
of growth is finear--each j.ncrease in growth,
for example, is correlated with an increase
in resoulce depletion o! envitonmental des-
truction. Here, it is not the risk that isIinear, but the ilpgg!.

Another strateqy empfoyed by the nega-
tive to avoid uniqueness argurnents i6 using
(and over-using; n deci s ion-lules . " Basic-
a1ly. a decision-rule is a framework for
evaluating the disadvantage in relation to
other arguments in the round. Usually, the
negative $rill select a piece of evidence
that suggests that rrnucfeat war is the nost
inportant issue facing mankind" and that it
must be "considered before al1 other issues.,,
Even better, some negatives provide evideDce
that is more specific to the chain of events

that lead to their ultimate impact. This
tvpe of evidence nornally denands that we
reject "every increment" of the link. To
return to mv example of the i1I effects of
economic gror,th, a "choice" piece of evidence
to serve as a decision rule night say that if
{re are to even have a chance of saving ou!
world we must reject every proglan that in-
creases economic expansion. The effect on
unisueness should be obvi"ous. If the deci-
sion-ru1e is accepted, it does llot matter
whether or not the disadvantage r,rould occur
in the status quo or not, Tbe judge isnforced" to reject the plan because it viol-
ates the decision-rule.

Faced with such argunentation, affirn-
atives have all but given up making unique-
ness and Link arguments against disadvant-
ages. And even irhen they are made, they are
rarely extended very seriously iD the two
affirmative rebuttals. The ouip of the sec-
ond negative 'rwho cares about a link, therers
no turnaround!," has become rnore true than
nost of us vould fike to admit. Why have
the negatives been able to get so much mile-
age out of finearity andl decision-rules?
Perhaps one of the pritnaly rea6ons is that
under thls type of construction, disadvant-
ages are no longer scenarios for di6a6ter
(although they nay masquerade as such during
the first speech they are presented). Instead,
linearity argumentation and decisj.on-ru1es
have tlansformed disadvantages i.nto'iparad-
igms.r' By asking the judge to reject evely
increneDt of link that night bring us cfoserto the disaster, the negatlve is. in effect,implicj.tly acknowledging that wirhin the con-
stralnts of a particular debate round thereis no way to solve the crisis that the di6-
advantage describes. Therefore the debaters,
through the use of linearity and decision-
rules, embrace the "paradigm" that could pro-
vide the archetype for sofvency. In othei
words, what the Degative asks the judge to
do is imaglne he!/himself as rnaking a choiceto alwavs vote against incieasing economicgrowth, Afthough both the debaters and thejudge realize that this obviousty l'ill not be
the case, llke any other higher-order para-
digm (e.s., hypothesis tester, policy-maker,
etc.) the debaters ask the judge to accept
their "paradigm" for the particular round.
And this should not be surprising. After
all, most of the evidence used by the nega-tive to support its posj.tion comes froh
authors who support a certain ',nor1d-view,'of the pioblems they describe, hehce theywrite in a manner that reflects the paradign
they happen to accept. Thus, i.n a velv real
sense, no fonger is the negative claimingthat the plan will result in destruction of
the !ror1d, but rather that it is part of aprocess that wifl cumulatively cause catas-tlophe. No Ionger are links to disadvant-
ages irtrigdiresrr for apocalypse, but rather
they are antagonists to the paradigT of the
disadvantage.

Some people might recoil at mv use ofthe term "paradigm" when discussing disad-
vantaltes, but if vre stop for a moment to con-sider the almost constant plea made by the sec-
oDd negative rebuttalist perhaps it wi1l beclearer. Cries that ,'you must reject every
increment!r' or that 'rthe decision-rule means
you must vote against it at every turn!,,
shoul.d provide us with the criticaf cue that



x/e are no longer talking about deveLoping apolicy, but rather we are trying to decide
v,rhat paradigm to embrace. In kind, affirm-
atives have becone very adept at arguing
"turnarounds. " Although traditionalfy there
are two types of turnarounds, link turns(proving that the plan actually does the op-posite of what the lj.nk claj.ms it does) and
inpact tulns (shovring that the impact that
the negative has isofateal is really a good
thing, not a bad thing) , thj.s is reallv
not the case with nost generic disadvantages.In fact, Ii.Dk turns are probably the only
argument that truly shor{s that the glg irillresult in beneficial consequences. -i6act
turns in this case are really just argumentsthat the "paradigm" that the disadvantage
upholds shoul-d not be voted for--it is a
"bad" paradigm, not a ,igoodi' one. I am not
suggesting that inpact turnarounds nereli-nullify a disadvantage. In fact, as rnucll
as these "paradigmatj.c,, disadvantages are
consideled as voting issues, tbe sime should
apply to the affirmatives \.rho prove the op-posite. However, I do not believe that tiesetypgi 9f arguments are intellectually verycredj.ble--or at least I believe that ther;are very valid affihative answers to thesekind of disadvantages. fn short, I thinkthat with or \rithout realizing it, disadvan-
tages that require a judge to adopt a 'iwortti_view" Iike one puts on an apron, destroy oneof_the key arquments that naintaih inteilect_uaI honesty in debate--the tink. The tink iswhat ultimately allows us to decide which arg-uments are relevant and which are not. I donot think hegative teams really stop and real_ize.what they are doing when tirey aigue lin-earity and decision-rufes, but I_thi;k thatr! the affirmaCivgs recosnize it, they willbe ab-Le to reestablish their ground and hope_fully_defeat negatives who reiy solely onirparadig]natic" disadvantages.

ItlTEFllIU, CONSISTEITCY: AFGUM'- ENT Arln EOUTTY

If the role of the link is as importanta9 I-.llgve suqgested, a valid question'is, whvare "link. pressesn and uniqueness chaltengesgrven- such littIe impact bv both the deba[.ersand the judges? From the debatersr perspec_tive it is probably because they are'unaileto get a firm handle on the concept of aleci_sion-rules and linearity and hence these arq-uments continually hludgeon the feehle affi;_matrve cries of ,'not unique" and "no fink,,,Faced with such Door quality of argument,
Juctges are easily susceptible to tie negat_rve tean's decision-ruIes. But this ne;dnot be so. ltith adequate preparation andtoresight the affirmative should be able toconvince the judge that at a certaln oointthere j.s effectively no risk of a aisiavint-age, or that even if thete is a link to aparticular disadvantage, it no longer carriesan rmpact with it, r think what ii needed,therefore, is for tbe affj.rnati.ves to aeveiopa,series of "round-winninq" arqurnents againsiclrsaclvantages--arguments that curb the nega_tive-rs_abifity to avoid atiscussing th; ii;kto their niqhtnarc. At teast thr6e types ot
:Igurnen:s can effectively achieve thia- goallargrhents that capitalize on consistency ofevidence, arguments that provide standaiasfor viewing decisj.on-rules ana lineariiv,-and finalIy, arguments that turn the casernro a declsion-rule as hrell-

'|

Capitalizing on Cons istencl
I have Lost many affirmative debates

(and undoubtably will lose many rnore in the
future) not because the negative ple€ented
a clear and convincing link to their disad-
vantage, but rather because f failed to pro-
vide a turnaround to the disaster. On the
other hanal, I have \iron nany affirmatives by
convincing the judges that the disadvantage
in question \ras so irnprobable that it did not
even warrant considetation. perhaps the most
effective method of denonstrating this, is by
capitafizing on the fact that the affj.rmative
has a chance to build their case outside of
the rounds with much more precisi.on than the
negative. To begin, evidence within a well-
\,.ritten first affirmative is generally int-
ernally consistent. In other words, the
authors rdho describe the inherency subpoint
are convinced of the importance of the case.
And usually (thouqh by no meaDs al.ways) this
is true for tnost components of the case--i.e.
solvencv and slgnificance. One leason thatthis is true is sirnply because the authors
the affirmative team cites in defense of their
case are drawn fron the prj.mary literature
on a sublect and colrespond with each otheror at feast understand the other authors r arg-
uments. Therefore, the affirmative who wisely
chooses its evidence for the initiaf presenta-
tion of its case, begins the debate with an in-ternalfy consistent group of "expelts', r"rho
agree for the most part on the impoitance of
a problem and what should be done about it.

The negative, on the other hand, unloads
a potpourri of evidence forced into an artif-icially consistent,'scenario,' for destruction,
Often (and it hroufd not be that outrageous tosay most of the time), the authors used in
sfppgrt -9! the disadvantage are describing
wild1y different events and if they all g6t
together for a cup of coffee in Harvard
Square, they would soon discover that they
embraced radically different ideas about iheproblem at hand. (in fact, nost of then \roulalnever ].eally even understand ho$, what thev
had written had anything to do with the prob_
fem of "water quality,'). The ,'Iink" autfior
and the "decision-rufe" authors might havethe hardest tine of all understanding whythey were being quoted in opposition_to ;particula! 

-r"rater quality problen. Many
coaches and debalers \dould cite this as oDeof. the primary strengths of debate--altor"ring
debaters to read a wide range of literatureand come to their own conclusions. The prob_
lem iiri th this approach is that it relies onthe sanctity of evidence and yet it ignoresthe underlying assurnptions of the autiors
who have written it.2 rn other words, weplace.much more weight on aDs$/ers supportedby evidence, as opposed to arguments thatare not, because "evidence,, i6 the philoso_pher's stone of academic debate. It wouldbe absurd to deny the tremendous educationalbenefits that result from the conplex inter-play that grow6 out of well-reseaiched posi-tions, but the picture is not that simpie.

One effective strategy Lhat Lhe affirm_ative team can ulilize is to assess the rel_ative 
. 
consi s tency of the case advantages vs.the disadvantages. A well-focused atfackthat denonsttates how the case is oralers ofmagnitude greater in consisteDcy from start
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to finj,sh, can be an invafuable vreapon against
many negative arguments. Although negatives
will often read evidence suggesting that
"the consensus" of experts agrees with them,
sharp affirnatives vri11 always ask them-
selvesr at what level is this "consensus?"In other words, is there a consensus that
the impact of the digadvantage is the most
important issue, or is a consensus that the
pfan h'il-l bring about the end result? In the
final analysis, lrhen the judge sits down to
assign relative risks, the affirmative can
hope for a much better result if they are
able to convince the judge that because their
evidence i"s nruch more consistent they should
be given an edge in terms of risk. The dis-
advantage relies on chains of cause-effect
relatj.onships (nany of which are Dot even
consistent at that level) that are impossible
to give a ineaningful probability of occurance.

Evaluatino clains of Linearitv anal
Decisioh-RuIes

with nore and more emphasis being placed
upon these t\,/o arguments by the negative, it
is certainly the nalk of an intelligent aff-
irinative to develop arqunents that can defeat
then at the standard level. In short, are
there any theoretical objections to the con-
cept of a decision-rule as a paraaligm? one
argunent that has met considerable success
revolves around the concept of fiat. The key
difference in mtr' rnind between higher-order
paradigms ( Hypothes is- tes ting, policy-making,
etc.) and decision-rules is that higher-oraler
par:adigns provide the judge wj- th a way of res-
olving the conffict of ideas in a qiven round.
vrtren i judge aleciales s/he w.i I r-vie;--EEe A;E-ate
through the lens of a policy-naker, for exan-
ple, s,/he is deciding on a nethoal of reaching
the optimun policv possible in a round. But
when a negative asks a judge to adopt a "no-
grovrth" paradigm (aka, decision-rule), the
judge cannot realistically expect to be vot-
ing for the best solution to the sj.tuation.
By voting for a deicsion-ru1e the judge envi-
sions a geries of future acti,ons by others who
also adopt this i^rorld-view. otherwise, there
is Do lesolution to the crisis at hand. Thus,
one possible affirmative strategy j-s to ques-
tion the assumption that the judge can assume
future action unaler this "paradigm." The af-
firmative tean might \reII point out the judgets
fiat should be restlicted to the present, and
s/he cannot assume that others will fo11ow
suit in the futule. The argunent can be made
that the evidence read by the negative to
support their alecision-rule does not assume
the constraints of fiat. Authors in t-he real-
world can try to convince policy-makers to ad-
opt a particufar \dorlal-vien and to act uPon it.
Clearlv this is not the case iD debate. The
judge shoul,d not be empoweled to fiat away
the buralen of uniqueness.

when the negative chooses a less explicit
statement of their "paradiqm" and offers their
alisadvantaqes as linear, there are other stePs
the affirmative can take. Filst, an obvious
point that is often overlooked is that an
;ffective method of ansrrering "linearity" anal-
vsis resuires understanding what, exactfy, the
ireqative means--Iinear risk or linear impact'
rn the case of linear impact (i.e., for every
ten peoPle fed today, twentv will die tomor-
i".r'trtir neqative oiten gets away with reading
impact evid;nce that oosits the end of the

world. A irise affirmative should be quick to
point out that if the inpact is linea!, then
each increment of link must be ouantified with
a unioue inclease in impact. In my example of
food aid above, some negatives might suggest
that inproving the quality of erate! will have
the effect of increasing food production v,/hich
wilI wind up feeding more people in the Third
world. This, it is contended, will merely
exacerbate the overpopulation crisis and ki11
more people in the future. Then the negative
wilf read lots of verv good evidsnce outlining
in grin detail ho$, overpopulation vrill end the
world in any one of a alozen erays. Affirmatives,
in ny mind, have a lot to gain by noting that
the reaf question is not if each amount of food
aid kilIs more people, but rather, what incre-
ment of impact is triggered bv the affirmative?
Ver.y little, I suspect.

If the negative is claining, however, that
the rj.sk is finear, a different approach is
warrEiFed, Initialfy, the affirmative would
do well to argue that "Iinear'r risk does not
realIy strengthen the negativers posj.tion very
much. Arguments that every affirmative-type
plan linearly drags us to the brink of some
av/ful nightmare do not realfv answer uniqueness
challenges. The negative still has a burden
of demonstrating what the effect of this pa!t-
icular plan has in relation !g the hundred
othet events that are sweeping us near the
vortex of calamity. In ny mind this is an
excellent opportunity to capitalize on the
internal consistency of the case side advan-
tage--alenonstrating how it is much nore
1ikely and probable that an advantage hrould be
gained, rather than a disadvantage being trig-
gered. Another related argument that can be
nade is that the judge need not fear each
increment of rising risk. In other vrords, a
ratlonal person would not be paralyzed for:
fear that sone small action might be the crit-
ical step that finafly pusbes us into the
abyss. When disadvantaqes are not direct ef-
fects or resuLts of the plan, when they are
only descriptions of ongoing crise6, I think
it is a legitimate strategy for the affirma-
tive to ask the judge to "risk" causing the
disaster in order to gain the certainty of
the case advantage.

The Affirmative Case as a Declsion-Rule

One of the most powerfuf arguments to
make against negative decision-fules does not
actually aleny their legitimacy. Indeed. this
strategy actually conditionally accepts the
concept of a decision-rule, and attempts to
use the negativers argurnent against t-hen.
In short, it argues that the affirmative case
(via a choice bit of evidence hidden quietly
in the first affirmative) is a "paradigmn just
like the negative disadvantage. This strategv
is becoming more and more popular, but sur-
prisinqfy affirmatives are not going the
extra step anil showing !^'hy their decision-rule
is actually a much sounder intellectual atgu-
ment. Here we have come alnost fu11 cilcle'
returning to the credibility and consistency
of the affirnativers first speech--their case.
One r^tay of phrasing this would be to claj.m that
the impact evidence must be as specific as the
Iink evialence in order to be given as nuch
credibillty as the case advantage. sone have
qone as far as to suggest that lhe link and
i*pact e,ridettce should come fron the same
source, but I think this is going a bit too



far. As long as i^re can be leasonably confj.d-
ent that the link authors and the inpact auth-
ors are envisioning the same chain of events
(and etnbrace the same general value), then I
think this standard vrouLd be adequately met.
Fortunately for affirrnatives vrho lrish to try
this type of argument, that is rarely the
case in high school debates.

At any rate, the affirmative has anotherpotentially valuable argument that can hetp
to defeat generic negative positions. By
capitalizing on the superior quality of their
"scenarios," the affirrnative can present the
judge idith a "paradigm'r that is oralers of mag-
nitude more credible than the negativesr. It
might be noted here, however, that there is
some potentj,al tension between this argument
and those outlined above. Therefore, one
should thoroughly understand the different
"contingencies" before advancing them in
rounils -

CONCLUSTON: IGNORINg CA?ASTROPHE?

Throughout this essay I have portrayed
affirmatives as primadonnas of pristine j.n-
Docence, However this is undoubtably not the
case. Indeed, nore anal more affirmative cases
are starting to resemble negative disadvant.-
ages. They are becoming descriptions of gen-
eric catastrophe, just like their counterparts.
Hence, nany of the criticisms put forth in this
article may apply wj.th equal weight to thetn.
But this is not universally true and affj.ima-
tives have yet to reach the state of intellec-
tual alecay that the negatives have. If any-
thing. this essay is a call to arms for affirm-
atives to resist the temptation to abandon
traditional case advantages that stem from
plans that attempt to directly deal with a
reaf crisis. Instead. I would suggest they
abanalon ouick, unexplained "tag Lines" when
arguing about the uniqueness o! link of the
disadvantages. Very specific, wefl teseaLched,
farge impact cases do exist and can success-
ful1y be defended against generic negativepositions. But until affirmatives take the
time to coherently explaj.n what they mean when
they excl.aim, "no link!,n they will rarely win
these argunents. Well thought out uniqueness
and link attacks can be as vafuable strategic-
ally as turnarounds, and perhaps even slightly
more intellectuaf 1y credible.
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Debate will continue to be catastrophe.
It will continue to focus on the lrorld-endj.ng
crises that threaten our existence. And it
will continue to produce students who are fine-
1y attuned to the rea11y important issues of
our day. To say this is bad is nonsense. But
to hope that debate can continue to evolve and
discuss these catastrophes more intelligently
is not. We must always recognj.ze that debate
attracts students because it is a competitive
activittl--itrs fun. "Solutions" to problems
of debate practice that ignole this critical
aspect are doomed to failure. My personal
feeling is that if lre are to naintain a happy
balance between cornpetition and education we
should be focusinq oll the actuaf causes of
catastrophe, the !ea1 events that bring about
their occurr€nce. If we do not, our specula-
tions \,ri11 have no more credibility than those
of the apes (altlough some of us might^not
think that would be such a bad thinq).r

NOTES

I Michael Mankins, "Broken Beyond Repairt
Intrj.nsicness: Theory Headed for Collision,"
Waging war on Povelty, 1984, p. 10,

2 I do not mean to inply that this evial-
ence is "out of context" in an ethical sense.
Insteatl I mean that generally authors do not
produce statenents of fact written in a vacu-
\rm. Especially in aebate r€search, which
places such a high pleniun on predictive claims'
statements by authors are directly tied to
their own set of assunptions. Assumptions
color their "predictions" and debaters often
ignore this.

3 wothinq neaningful is ever tlone a1one,
I nould like to thank Star A. Muir anal David
Snovrbatl for their thoughts artl cofiments in
coachlng over the last three years. Although
f accept fulI responsibifity for the ideas
contained in this article if they are critic-
izeil, r r{ou1al share any praise with then as
many of the ideas have stemned from theii
coaching. finally I ktould like to thank Malk
Friedman whose connents and suggestions have
been j-nvaluabfe in preparing this ar:ticle. I
also thank him for the sub-title of this paper,
"Escaping the Paradigmatic Disadvantage, "
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